Abstrarl-The Aerospace Industry is at the forefront of technological innovation. both 11 product level and msnufseturing and s u p p~n 1e~ds. We draw upon our experience in this scctor to illustrate the increasing challenges that large scale complex orgmizalions, cxcmpliled by this sector, are faring. We examine why traditienal methodologies are no longer globally apprapriale and discuss how work on multi agent system and emergence is promising the means to overcome the limitrlions of traditional approaches. Furlhermore. we draw upon our research on relaling organizational stmclure to p e d w " n r r to illustrate how such potential solutions ran be applied to organizational complexity. Finally. we CO"-dude by looking a1 the future of this industry and the terhnological solutions that may play P pan in its evolution.
COMPLEXITY IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Information Technology is increasingly crucial to industries o f all types. The aerospace industry, at the forefront o f innovation, is embracing and shaping this industrial impact o f IT. David Hughes. editor o f Aviation Week and Space Technology, said in a 1998 editorial that "Information technology i s becoming a key part of everything the aerospace and defense industry does for a living, and as the century closes it is computers and s o h a r e that hold the keys to the future. The [aerospace] industry is being transformed from dependence on traditional manufacturing into something that looks more like IBM and Microson with wings." [20] Not only are new manufacturing systcms computer controlled, they an controlled by networked computers, which, increasingly. are globally connected by public or private internee. Such advances in communicativn and information systems technology are causing global changes to market places. These advances have moved fmm the stuttered pmgress, seen in both world w a n where mass pmductian in the first and the introduction o f aluminum in the second played key roles. into a continuous stream that the aerospace industry experiences today.
A most vivid example o f how technology has impacted industries is in the world ofdefense. Technology has transformed warfare and will continue to do so. Gaining the upper hand now in what is callcd thc drpllol boule space depends s much on the network o f information systems around the battlefield as it does an physical platforms [l2].
The label "Systems & Defense Industry" i s perhaps mare titling than 'Aerospace Industry" givcn these changes.
Technology is also having a major impact on the support stmcture far the creation and maintenance of these products. For example, aggressive targets were set far the reduc- Another major factor that is affecting the Aerospace Industry is the UK, US and Australian moves advocating and exploring a transition towards what the UK Ministry o f Defense terms "Network Enabled Capability" (NEC) [8, 131.
The long-term aim of NEC is to facilitate entities with degree o f self-synchroniratian, meaning a high degree o f self awareness within a global context through the "networking o f knowledgeable entities that are geographically or hierarchically dispersed [I] .
Thus we find ourselves on the brink o f change more fundamental than anylhing seen before, reaching into every area o f industry. Sir Richard Evans, chairman o f BAE SYSTEMS illusmated this with the following statement [12] . "Systems capabilily has become more imponant than individual technologies and products. Obviously it's easier to make a single item, however sophisticated, than to integrate it into a large environment o f complex devices and understand how it will perform.'' This critical issue can be applied not only to products but to entire systems and even organizations that exhibit high levels o f interactivity and complexity. Looking at the aerospace indusy, this includes:
The Grgmmlion ond I~~~O S B U C I I ( T C :
The aerospace industry is experiencing a generally global trend in the products and services it provides -increased technological wmplexity requiring greater interaction between business units within an organization, compounded by the lower lead times demanded by customen.
The Pruduci~ Munu/uciwed: The defense and to a lesser extent civil markets are moving away from conventional products, placing the emphasis on capability requirements (e.g. anyplace, any environment, within a day) and information warfare instead o f product specifications. This i s leading to an emphasis on non-conventional product solutions that may potentially he autonomous. cheap and numemus instead o f manned. expensive and resource intensive. 0~7 8 0 3~8 j I~-6 / M / $ 2 n .~ 02004 IEEE l k Loyislm, Munt@luring m d Support Structure: As large organizdions in the aerospace sector divest of noncore business and focus on the design and support of products, a large ntmork of third pany suppliers has emerged. This network is being increasingly integrated to aerospace companies through extranets such as Exostar and Pansbase, allawing transparency of information. Cross organizational collaboration is also on the increase. Funhemtore. smart is at the forefront of problem solving. This poses a problem when onc considers the trends companies will increasingly face with regards to increasing interactivity and complexity
[S. 23).
This is not just a problem in the aerospace industry: it is a wider problem. Complexity produces unpredictable results from the interactions of a whole host of anions which.
bv themselves seem simnle. The 2WI UK Fuel crisis can he manufacturing and purchasing systems are being integrated into the design process.
It is clear that these three aspects encompass the entirety of the busincss. This should emphasize the importance of understanding what these trends will mean for the industry and how companies will lackle these realities thal present inmasing complexilies. To paraphrase Sir Richard Evans's carlier quole: we may undersland exxan)y how to build and operate a mmponent, but how it interacts with wuntless other components remains a ditlicult question. This critical issue can not onl,' be applied to products hut to entire systems and even organizations that exhibit high levels ofinleractivily and complexity. Changes io industry emphasizing connectivity and knowledge sharing, encompassing the organization. products and suppon stmc~ure, will require a less clockwork-like reductionist view and a more tnlist perspective. This emphasizes that as society and technology bewmes increasingly interconnected and reliant on distant resources, the problems of complexiry will increasingly come to the fore. Ironically, the only time it is appreciated how complex a system is, is when it fails. Because of this, il is the engineers, and to some extent management, that will be first having to deal with complexiv headan in real life sima¶ions.
REDliCTlONlSM VERSUS HOLISM
It is necessary to say at this point though, that reductionism will be not replaced by lhe holisl way of thinking. It is simply that certain situations merit a holist perspective. and that these situations will occur with increasing frequency, Inwinsic to the holist view. is the concept of emergencc, where beneficial or indeed detrimental behavior emerges from local interactions.
EMERGENCE
An oreanization. be it a eovemment health care svstem,
by the deterministic larvs of nature -this approach is called a distributed (i.e. spatially andlor temporally separated) senreductionism. Through this model, link room is lea for the sor m a y system, birds in a flock, or nodes in a telecommuexplanation of the spontaneous emergence of self-nications network. will usually exhihit emergent behavior. Whilst this reductionist view is an enormously uscful in looting a1 the intricate relation between simplicity and mmplexiw, it is increasingly argued that !his view is incomplete. Jack Cohen and Ian Stewm, authurs of"The Collapse of Chaos" a r p e lhat the reductionist view is hut pan of a larger 'mechanism' that resuls in complexily [IO). They write "we think DNA controls biological development, but WO don't know how; we think that appropriately arranged neurons generate consciousness, but we don't understand why." We ohserve the low level laws of nature but. in some imponant cases. lack the understanding of how they give rise to the observed behaviors at thc top level.
To fill some gaps in the reductionist view, ihe subject of complexity and emergence must be approached in a very different way, looking for system properties applicable to all such callcclions ofpans, regardless ofsize or nature. Kowever. this way of looking at systems is at odds with traditional engineering methodologies, where reductioninm One can argue that self-arganization is a specific and 'good' emergent behavior in that it increases the fitness of the system in solving 'the problem', whatever it may be. A more quantitative definition defines selforganized behavior as one where the dynamical systems attractor ofthe behavior o f n agents has an intermediate value. That is, an attractor dimension ofbetween 'I,, where all wents acting ciety and organization as a peripheral theme. "primarily a specific wordination technique -not really one ofthe central intellcctual issues of the f i e l d [IS, 331. However, by emphasizing the plurality of agents and the organizational structurc that binds them, the focus is shifted from designing ((inlelllgenr ogenf) splems) to (mrelligem (agenf sysfemv)). This may initially seem to be wuntenntuitive, but .w agents get smarter, their functionality in fact reduces 1351. The previous citations of beneficial emergence based systems in industry exemplify this.
Wc also have a limited pnncipled methodology o f how to organize complex, interdependent, heterogeneous, semiautonomous agents ~ and the infrastructure to support them -into aggregates with predictable, reliable, and stable be-. .
in lock step, and a number related to n, indicating totally dissociated behavior 1421.
Emergence is also associated with the capability of this self organization to change drastically, in response to a change in environment (e.g., the ability of a school of fish to dissociate themselves as a predator passes through, and then quickly reform into a self-organized state).
We define the terms emergence and self-organization as follows: Emergence is usually a negative phenomena found in complex systems. which can also be positively exploited to varying degrees. 'The full, or ultimatc. positive exploitation ofemergence is self-arganization; a system aligns itself to a problem and is self-sustaining, even when the environment changes. Thus, the term 'self-organization' refers to a soecific form ofemereence. We also lack a solid undentanding ofwhich types of organizational structures are appropriate to which organization. Generalizations, however, can be made; a centralized organization favors wmplex but static problems, whereas a decentralized system will work well for a dynamic problem when the wsts ofreconfiguration are IOW [Z].
__
The increasing trends for complexity in the aerospace i n d u s o (and others) and the lack ofexplicit MAS research into orxanirations outside of coordination techniaues is the arc connected determines the organizational structure [6, 16, 271. How do we measure and relate the relationships between structure and performance? 2: Given ( I ) can we gain insight about organizational emergence and which organizational altributes are more suited to which performance requirement. how and why? 3: Given (I) and (2) are there any genemlizations that can be made in the development of useful guidelines. Exsocial actors where, through local interaction and social communication, emergent global behavior occurs.'' From an amples would include how io describe the wiVbenefit trade off as a function of an organization's structure. ~~ organizational perspective. organizations can be described in terms of formal s t~c h l r e , policies and procedures and behavior of actors (people or agents). These aspects can also be ascribed to MAS, so it should also be possible for organizations to be described and developed around MAS 1391. These points shauld make MAS an appropriate tool in the understanding of complexity and emergence in organizations [42].
IV. MULTI AGENTSYSTEMSAND COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS
Unfortunately the MAS field. while advancing research in the architecture for individual agents and agent communications has, according to Gasser and later backed by O d d and Van Parunak, placed the exploration of agent so-. O f w u n e , surrounding these three questions is the business case that needs to be made. From a business perspective, what will really drive the uptake and advancement of agent systems in indusuy. in our opinion. is that of necessity due to technical limitations (such as scalability, robustness. wping with decentralization. providing flexibility) posed by using traditional centralized and clockwork-type linear systems [38] . This is particularly the case in large industries and certain large infrastructures such .w telewmmunications networks. This suggestion can be backed up qualitatively by looking at industry sectors which place significant rfforl in researching and exploiting potential agent technology. No surprises that aerospace and telewmmunications sectors feature heavily. as do small research firms looking to offer unique expertise to these industries. In many cases it is not to make things better or simpler. but Io
C~S S
an invisible barrier placed by traditional methodologies and practicer.
In order to explore the research questions raised above. wc h a w developed a set of generic structural metrics and simulation specific performance metrics.
v. RELATIKC ORCANlZAnONAL STRUCTURE TO

PERFORMANCE
Relating an organization's relationship with its environment, agents and structure with its position on the hierarchical complexity line is a possibility 171. According to this wnjccture. complexity is proportional to interactivity with the environment. However, the complexity o f a system is also directly related to the level o f control in a system which is a much more intuitive measure 1161.
If we measure an organization's stmcture. its entropy would show how much control there is in the syslem. This has been shown in flocking simulations, where the entropy is measured for flocks that exhibit crystalline behavior and compared to flocks that move in a more chaotic fashion (421. While relating an organization's structure with its entropy i s useful, it i s even more useful from a design perspective to relate an organization's stmcture to performance. The problem is that performance metrics are less generic. While some performance measures may be relevant to many organizations (robustness, eficiency); others will be more specific (bureaucracy. response time). However. An organization can be defined by two axes, namely horizontal and vertical specialization. Horizontal specialization refers to the operational aspect of the organization. A set of jack-of-all-trades agents will be homogeneous, whereas a set of simple highly specialized agents will be heterogeneous. We define capabilities through sets of capability So an agent, j . will have one or more capabilities, i. Using this organizational smucture matrix. we can quantify the type ofstruchlre based on a set ofmetrics. Generic
StmcNral metrics used include: Spectullmion: 'The degree of specialization can be measured per skill type. For each pmicular skill type. we can measure thc volatility ofdistribution in agents over the entire organization. A measure o f ' l ' indicates a fully specialized skill, meaning only one agent has a particular skill.
'0' indicates that all agents have said skill, and in equal amounts andlor quality (ifapplicable).
Hemogenely of capahilliles: The heterogeneity of capabilities measures how capabilities are distributed throughout an organization. '0' indicates that the sum of each capability throughout the group is equal. The greater the difference, the more this measure will tend towards 'I'. In order to explore the relationship between structure and performance. we developed a simulation test bed. The lava based Organizational Metrics Concept Demonstrator (OMCD) simulation is based on a two-dimensional grid which has no bounday conditions and where the agents have a simple "find and remove" objenive. The agents move around the grid using a random walk searching for one or more 'targets'. When a target appears within an agent's search range, the agent communicates that a potential target has been found by placing a communication 'signal' around the target. The signal is strongest at the source, 
VI. DATA V I S U A L I~T I O N AND ANALYSIS
To explore the relationship between structure and performance of predominantly heterogeneous organizations. we examine a single premise in detail: namely, the materiel Cost o f the organization is kept Constant with three agents and 3 1 unit' of capabilities (chosen far the best capability distribution for 3 agents) that are distributed in every possible combination to the three agents Environmental conditions are kept constant: the unbounded envimnment size is 100 unit' and the number of targets is three. ln all, over 6,000 scenarios were run. The high-dimensional measurement space that results from the use o f numerous metrics thus requires the application o f powerful data visualization tools. One such tool is the Self-organizing Map (SOM), which permits an ordered two-dimensional representation o f much higher dimensional input spaces [24] . In essence, a SOM employs unsupervised clustering techniques that can reveal meaningful groupings o f parameters that may form distinct classes of organizations. Using the SOMine software package, a SOM trained output map for the data generated from this scenario is shown in Fig. I Clusters ere marked using boundxies Here we see how completely different organizational struciures are suited to subtly different performance requirements. A small cluster exists where uncoordinated search heavy agents perform efiiciently and are not tw prone to failure. This is followed by a region where agents are far more specialized and rely a lot more an communication and coordination to be both efficient and robust. Although not as efficient as the search heavy organizational type, this organizational arrangement takes up a much larger area of the search space. Far less trivial organizational scenarios. organizational types with this trait would be Considered less than the thearelical ideal, but easier to locate and maintain. 
vII. CONCLUSIONS
